Cardiac optical mapping under a translucent stimulation electrode.
Major effects of stimulation on cardiac transmembrane potentials (Vm) are thought to occur under the electrode, however these have not been optically mapped due to blockage of light by electrodes. Here we optically mapped under translucent indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes in hearts stained with transmembrane voltage sensitive fluorescent dye, di-4-ANEPPS excited at 488 nm. Emissions in wavelength bands 510-570 nm and >590 nm were similarly affected by changes in ITO transmittance due to electrochemical effects of current at the electrode interface. Dual-wavelength ratiometric mapping with the two emission bands revealed Vm under the electrode during plateau-phase stimulation (220 mA). Changes in Vm were heterogeneous under the electrode, and were anisotropic with larger values along the fiber axis. These results explain early excitation sites for sufficiently strong diastolic stimulation, and agree with theoretical predictions based on summation of anisotropic effects of point stimulation and a linear 3-d cardiac bidomain computer model. The bidomain model and experiments disagree under the edge of the electrode, where modeled Vm is much larger. Thus, changes in Vm under an electrode are anisotropic with greater Vm in the direction parallel to fibers. Nonlinear effects of stimulation in hearts may limit changes in Vm under the electrode edge.